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World-Leading Selected $cientific Papes
Each year, many Osaka University researchers publish their research results in sci-

enfific papers. Ten Selected Papers are intoduced here. All Osaka University research-
ers were asked to nominate what they considered to be outstanding papers published
between early 2005 and early 2006. From the papers suggested, the Editorial commit-
tee chose 100 as being noteworthy and l0 as being especially preeminent. Here, the
first page of each of the I 0 papers is printed just as it appeared in the original journal
along with two pages of comments by the author. If you are interested in any of these
l0 papers, please contact the authors by e-mail. The e-mail addresses of the research-
ers are listed on the Osaka University web site.
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Luxury and Wealth
Paper in journals :this is the first page of a paper published in Inrcrnational Economic Review.
lI nternational Economic Review) 47, 49 5 -526 (2006)

INTERNAT10NAL ECONOMIC REVIEW
Vol.47,No_2,May 2晰

LUXURY AND WEAf,TH"

By SHrNsurE Irnonl

Osaka U niversity, Japan

I develop a dynamic theory of luxury consumption, particularly emphasizing
the causal effect that pursuit of luxury goods has on wealth accumulation. A
quasi-luxury is defined as a good whose marginal rate of substitution is increas-
ing in a utility index. under ceflain conditions it is indeed a luxury good. when
current wealth holding falls short of (exceeds) long-run needs, luxury consump-
tion is postponed more (less) easily than necessity consumption, due to a lower
(higher) time preference for luxury and/or a higher intertemporal elasticity of
substitution thereof. heferences for quasi-luxuries lead to a higher steady-state
value of wealth or capital.

Countries which have sumptuary laws, are generally poor.
(Sir Dudley North, Dbcourses lJpon Trade,l69l, p. 14)

1. rNTRoDUcrroN

By definition, the wealthier allocate higher proportions of their expenditures
to luxuries than the poorer do. The standard price theory would describe this by
saying that the richer consume more luxuries because they have more wealth.
Using this static argument, which takes wealth holding as given, the pursuit of
luxuries has often been condemned for enhancing the propensity to spend and
decreasing saving, thereby harming capital formation and/or worsening the bal-
ance of payments. Partly for this reason, many countrieg especially dJveloping
ones, commonly levy high luxury taxes and/or high luxury import tariffs.2 From i
dynamic viewpoint, however, how much wealth consumers accumulate is a part of
their lifetime utility-maximization problem, as is how much of each good they con-
sume in each period. If optimal saving behavior itself depends on ihe preference

* Manuscript received February 2002; revised August 2004.
I I am grateful to four anonymous referees for their useful comments I especially thank one of the

refereeg who gave me detailed referee reports of totally more than 50 pages, for his or her benefi-
cial comments I also give thanks to D. Dasgupta, K. Futagami, c.y. Horioka, K. Mino, D. Nahm,
F. ohtake, T. onq Y. ono, K. Ryu, Y. Tsutsui, M. yano, and the participants at the slth IAEC Meet-
ing, Athenq 2001; the Canadian Economic Association 35th Annual i\,teeting Montreal, 2001; the
2ff)l Far Eastern Meeting of the Econometric Society, Kobe; the Macro Reseirch Seminar; and the
seminars at Keiq Osaka, and the Seoul National Universities for helpful discussions on the earlier
versions of the article. A part of this research is financially supported by The Matsushita International
Foundation (No.00-049) and Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research C (No. 15530121). Please address
correspondence to: Shinsuke Ikeda, Institute ofSocial and Economic Research, Osaka University,6l
I ba-raki. Osaka 567{047 Japan, E-mail: i ke da@ise n os aka- u. ac. j p.

i In the recent past, for example, Thailand levies luxury taxes on the entertainment industry that
could be as much as 251". Algeria imposes a 150"/o tax on caviar. Indonesia's luxury tax and import
tariff on passenger cars of more than 3000 cc engines amount to 5096 and 807o, respectively.

495

▲Rep"nted from f″`er"″″ο″α′Ecο″ο″たR"詭 ″,47,lkeda,S,Luxury and Weanh,495‐526(2006)Copy“ght 2006,wnh permtsiOn from the Economics Department ofthe
Un市ersiv Of Pennsylvania and the Osaka University Of sOcial and Economic Research Associalion
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The following is a comment on the published paper shown on the preceding page.

A Dynamic Theory of luxury
』LEDИ  Sλli4s″ル

(lnstitute of Social and Economic Research)

Intloduction

fhis paper develops a new dynamic theory of luxury con-
I sumption by using a mathematical model of dynamically

optimizing consumers, focusing on the bilateral relationship
between luxury and wealth accumulation. Particularly empha-
sized is the causal effect that pursuit of luxury goods has on
wealth accumulation.

In economics, luxury goods are defined as ones whose shares
in total consumption expenditures increase as income increases.
By this definition, the wealthier allocate higher proportions of
their expendihues to luxuries (e.g., good restaurant dinner) than
the poorer do. The existing standard economic theory would
describe this by saying, e.g., that the richer enjoy more expen-
sive wine because they have more wealth. From a dynamic
viewpoint, however, how much wealth consumers accumulate
is a part of their lifetime consumption plan, as is how much of
each good they consume in each period. If a consumer's sav-
ing behavior itself depends on how strongly he or she wants to
spend luxurious lifetime and hence on his or her preference for
luxuries, the effects of luxury taxation might well differ from
what has been commonly believed. A comprehensive under-
standing of luxury consumption and its policy implications
requires such a dynamic analysis as in this paper.

The topic of how preferences for luxury goods affect the
total amount of national wealth is so old that it goes back to at
least the seventeenth century (see, e.g., Mandeville (1714), List
(1841), Sombart (1912)). My paper is a tentative response using
modern consumption theory to this homework that has been left
undone for a long time.

Characterizing luxuly and necesslty goods in consumers'
intertempolal choices

In dynamic consumer theory the optimal rate of consumption
growth depends on two parameters: the rate of time preference
p, as a measure of the degree of impatience, and the intertem-
poral elasticity of substitutioz o, measuring the degree of toler-
ance to consumption variations. Roughly, the growth rate of
optimal consumption is proportionate to the difference between
the market interest rate r and time preference, r- p, with the
proportion coefficient being equal to the intertemporal elastic-
ity of substitution o. Therefore, the lower time preference, the
higher the consumption growth rate. Given the magnitude of a
gap between the market interest rate and time preference, r- p,
the larger the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, the larger
the absolute value of the consumption growth rate.

In the existing literature, the set of the two parameter values
is usually assumed to be the same among consumption goods.
One of the key ideas in this paper is that I abandon this simpli-

ffing assumption by allowing for different parameter values for
different goods. This enables me to describe distinct consump-
tion dynamics for luxury and necessity goods.

By using a mathematical model, I show that luxury goods
are characterized by lower (resp. higher) rates of time prefer-
ence and/or higher intertemporal elasticity of substitution when
wealth is increasing (resp. decreasing) over time. Formally, let-
tingptandp" represent time preferences for luxury and neces-
sity goods, respectively, and ot and on denote the intertemporal
elasticities of substitution for the two goods, the first main
proposition is expressed as that luxury and necessity consump-
tions satisfu:

(l) pt < (resp. >) pn; and/or (2) ot > o",

when wealth is increasing (resp. decreasing) over time. I call a
good that satisfies relation (l) aquasi-luxury good. By defini-
tion, people are patient for quasi-lweury.In the paper, I derive
a necessary and sufficient condition for a quasi-luxury good to
be a luxury good.

The characterizations (l) and (2) ofluxury describe consist-
ently the often-observed consumption patterns of nice restau-
rant dinners (i.e., luxury) and ordinary dinners at home (i.e.,
necessity) in terms of consumers' wealth-accumulating behav-
ior. When current wealth holding falls short of the long-run
required level, consumers usually save by holding down spend-
ing on nice restaurant dinners more than on ordinary dinners'at
home. In this sense, under wealth accumulation, luxuries are
likely to be postponed more easily than necessities. This ten-
dency is attributed not only to a higher intertemporal elasticity
of substitution of luxury consumption but also to a lower time
preference therefor.

In contrast, when wealth exceeds long-run needs, consum-
ers are likely to increase spending more on restaurant dinners
relative to the long-run level than on dinners at home today to
decumulate wealth. In this sense, under wealth decumulation,
luxuries are given priority over necessities today. From relations
(l) and (2), this behavior can be explained by a higher time
preference for luxury consumption and/or a higher intertempo-
ral elasticity of substitution thereof.

Quasi-luxury pleference plomotes wealth acoumation.
The second main result of this paper is that a stronger pref-

erence for quasi-luxuries leads to a higher long-run value of
wealth. Roughly, quasi-luxury consumption is associate with
large wealth holding, and a preference for quasi-luxury induces
a preference for wealth accumulation. People who like to enjoy
lifetime by spending more on good restaurant dinner, than on

ANNtlAl,lBPOXI0F0SAf, uNMBlllTt-AnrtoolcAcilmt-2006m00 13
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ordinary house dinner, have to accumulate wealth fust.
Figure I illustrates the long-run determination of optimal

consumption of a consumer, where c and x denote qausi-neces-
sity and quasi-luxury consumptions. Downward sloping sched-
ule RR' depicts the locus of (c, x) that equalizes the long-run
time preference to the interest rate. Upward sloping schedule
FF represents the long-run contract curve, along which the
subjective relative price between the two goods equals the cor-
responding relative market price. The long-run consumption
basket (c, x) is determined at the intersection point E of sched-
ules RR' and FF. Given the consumption basket, in turn, the
no-saving condition is depicted by schedule ll', which goes
through point E with slope being equal to the relative price.
Its vertical intercept OA gives the long-run wealth holding.
Curve (E") represents the indifference curve at point E, which
is tangent to budget schedule AA' at point E Given that good x
is a quasi-luxury, the paper shows that schedule RR' is steeper
at point E than indifference curve (E") and hence than budget
schedule AA'.

The long-run wealth holding, given by point A, may well
reflect consumer preferences for the two goods as well as time
preference. As an important implication, quasi-luxury prefer-
ences promote wealth accumulation, as explained as follows.
An increase in the preference for quasi-luxury shifts the flc'
schedule upward, bringing the optimal point from point E to El.
The consumption of quasi-luxury x thus increases and that of
quasi-necessity c decreases. Since schedule RR'is steeper than
AA' and, E tAt, the upward shift of the FF schedule increases
total wealth fromOAto OAr.

Pollcy implications:
Using the traditional static argument which takes wealth

holding as given, the pursuit of luxuries has often been con-
demned for enhancing the propensity to spend and decreasing
saving, thereby harming capital formation and./or worsening
74 TilNUAL lEPoXr 0F 0SA[A uNl1/EltilTt-.{ndotc A.tl@F200F 000
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Total consumption elasticity

Flgur€ 2. Total consumption elasticities and time preferences (in annual rat6s)
of necessity and luxury goods. Time preferences are elicit€d by estimating by
GMM good-specific Euler equations with external habits. Consumption data is
from the Family Income and Exp€nditur€ Survey, 1971-1994. For the interest
rate data, yields of bonds with repurchase agreement ar€ used.

the balance of payments. Partly for this reason, many coun-
tries, especially developing ones, commonly levy high luxury
taxes and/or high luxury import tariffs. However, as easily
conjectured from the above discussions, restricting luxury con-
sumption harms wealth accumulation. In figure l, this can be
seen by considering the effect of taxation on quasiJuxwy .r at
consumption point E1. The luxury-restricting policy shifts the
correspondin g F f i cwve downward, say to FF' , thereby reduc-
ing wealth holding from OAt to OA.

Goncluding lemalks: Toward empitacal analysis
An important hypothesis that is presented by this paper is

that the rate of time preference with respect to a luxury good is
likely to be lower than with respect to a necessity good when
wealth is increasing over time. To check tentatively its empicail
validity, I have estimated good-specific time preferences for
various goods by using the Japanese consumption data of l97l-
1994, during which total consumption expenditures were grow-
ing. Figure 2 summarizes how the estimated good-specific time
preferences relate to total consumption elasticities. By defini-
tion, total consumption ealsticity is higher than one for luxury
goods whereas lower than one for necessity goods. Consistent
with my hypothesis, time preferences for luxuries (e.g., eating
out and education) tend to be lower than for necessities (e.g.,
food and clothes and footwears).
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Quasi-luxury promotes wealth accumulation.


